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ABSTRACT
Distributed Ledger Technology can benefit the severe and chronic
issues in the planning and execution of complex projects. However,
while the general potential is recognized, there is little rigorous
discussion of the pathway to benefits or detailed description of ar-
chitectures to realize them. Here, we start by discussing the severity
and causes of the problem.We then present an architecture designed
to ameliorate them. Project networks are temporally constrained
DAGs; new value is created at project milestones corresponding to
the DAG vertices. Building on these characteristics, we describe an
architecture for collaborative planning and execution with smart
contracts at milestones and tokens backed by project created assets.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Project and people manage-
ment; Centralization / decentralization; • Theory of computation
→ Cryptographic protocols; Complexity theory and logic; • Ap-
plied computing→ Digital cash.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed ledger technology can transform how complex
megaprojects are planned and executed by making a significant
impact on their efficiency. Megaprojects are realized by tempo-
rary networks of contractually bound independent firms. Severe
performance shortfalls plague these projects due to complexity,
principal-agent problems across contractual boundaries, and hu-
man cognitive limitations [1]. Our objective is to realize a decen-
tralized, responsive governance and communication platform for
complex projects. Project networks are temporally constrained Di-
rected Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), where new value is created at project
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milestones corresponding to the DAG vertices. We will build on
these characteristics to describe an architecture for collaborative
planning and execution with tokens backed by project created as-
sets. We will describe a system of distributed smart contracts at
project milestones involving authenticated project participants. Ac-
countability and transparency, critical for megaproject success [2],
are achieved by aligning participants through non-repudiable and
verifiable commitments to project milestones, verifiable informa-
tion to overcome human cognitive issues, automated milestone
alignment, automated recognition of value creation, verifiable re-
ward and penalty recognition, and decentralization. We discuss two
types of asset-backed tokens: the first backed by external stores
of value and the second by project created assets. We will also dis-
cuss downstream benefits such as a trust system fostered by this
architecture, and machine learning from verifiable project records.

This paper is structured to emphasize a systems engineering
approach. We start by discussing the problem and reviewing related
work in the section 2. We then relate the causes and cures made
possible by the distributed ledger architecture described in this
paper in the section 3. Following this, in the section 4, we specify
the requirements entailed by the causes and cures discussed earlier,
rather than listing research questions. The section 5 describes the
distributed ledger architecture in detail, and the section 6 forms the
conclusion.

2 PROBLEM
Major programmes ormegaprojects form a sizeable portion of world
GDP. They accounted for US$ 6-9 trillion in 2014, or about 8 percent
of world GDP. As an authority on megaprojects stated: “Projects in
the range of $50-100 billion are now common, and Projects pushing
to a trillion dollars are not unheard of” [3]. Megaprojects abound in
sectors including Infrastructure, Energy, Big Science, Defense, and
ICT. The McKinsey Global Institute found that: “From 2016 through
2030, the world needs to invest about 3.8 percent of GDP, or an
average of $3.3 trillion a year, in economic infrastructure just to
support expected rates of growth.” Between 2015 and 2030, US$90
trillion will be required for basic global infrastructure needs. Low
Carbon Infrastructure (LCR) alone will require significant project
investment that will exceed this by about $4 trillion.

Megaprojects are inherently “fragile” because their length and
scale result in more exposure to random sources of uncertainty [4].
The key metrics of project performance are cost & schedule per-
formance, and benefit attainment. Most megaprojects suffer from
significant cost & time overruns, and benefit shortfalls, causing tril-
lions in tangible and intangible costs. For instance, a global study
of 258 projects budgeted at US$90 billion revealed an average 28%
cost overrun [5]. An average cost overrun of 107% and a sched-
ule overrun of 37% was reported in a survey covering almost 1500
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large IT projects [6]. The construction industry alone is estimated
to lose US$1.6 trillion annually due to project management and
productivity shortfalls [7]. The pervasiveness and chronic nature
of this is captured in the “iron law of megaprojects” – overtime and
overbudget, all the time [3]. From data on cost/schedule overruns
and benefit shortfalls, it is noted in [3] that only about one in a
thousand projects meets all expectations. Several researchers have
observed the key role of conflicting incentivization across promot-
ers, contractors and decision biases due to lack of accountability
and risk-sharing mechanisms [3]. Furthermore, megaprojects are
complex systems subject to uncertain and contested information
from different directions [8]. Biases, systemic errors, and incon-
sistencies in human heuristics have been shown to affect project
planning adversely [9]. The problems associated with megapro-
jects set our requirements to be a decentralized consensus-driven
responsive project governance and communications platform to
align all participants, integrate their efforts to add project value,
and provide a shared verifiable single-source-of-truth. This will
enable greater transparency, distributed governance, alignment,
and provable commitments.

2.1 Related work
The significant potential of blockchain technologies such as digital
identities, smart contracts for integrating information across con-
tractual chains, collaborative planning and transparency, efficient
payments has been recognized in several recent publications, albeit
in a general manner [10] [11]. A systematic overview of formal
models and specifications of smart contracts is in [12], and we
use their conceptual framework in later sections. Smart contract
relationship to legal contracts, important for our application, is
discussed at length in [13].

A systematic overview and analysis of current DAG-based
blockchain systems in [14] demonstrates how these architectures
are driven by a focus on overcoming transactional bottlenecks
reflected in constraints on confirmation and scalability of transac-
tions. These concerns and solutions are largely distinct from ours.
Megaproject milestones exhibit much lower throughput on the
order of transactions per day rather than per minute. Confirma-
tion is by authenticated participants relevant to a project milestone
motivated by incentivization within the project economy rather
than competition for confirmation rewards. Incentivization flows
organically from rewards accruing from work progress and project
asset realization. We are agnostic to the consensus type, which is
selected by project participants for each milestone smart contract.
Consensus protocols are designed or chosen from the business logic
of project contracts at specific milestones. Our novel architecture
and DAG topology are founded on the connectedness, temporality,
and temporariness of projects. This realization draws on and is a
further evolution of some aspects disclosed in a US Patent filing
from 2018 by us [15].

3 CAUSES & CURES
Project governance struggles with the paradoxes of:

• Cross-organizational and complex nature of projects vs.
Single-source-of-truth

• Human Cognitive limits and judgment biases vs. Project
Governance & complexity

• Misaligned incentives from principal-agent issues across
organizations vs. Collaboration

• Complexity vs. Cybernetic limitations to centralized gover-
nance

• Internal vs. External stakeholders

3.1 Complexity, cross-organizational project
organizations, and single-source-of-truth

Major programmes are complex dynamic systems. They are com-
plex networks of agents and systems that react, adapt, and change
[16]. Emergent dynamics from network interactions pose severe
challenges [17]. Emergent behavior is difficult to predict and can
change nonlinearly in unexpected ways [18]. A plethora of pos-
sible outcomes and their high sensitivity to small changes make
it virtually impossible to forecast outcomes even in theoretically
deterministic systems. Projects are temporary [19], fragmented
meta-organizations, which are networks of autonomous organi-
zations with misaligned incentives [20]. Different organizational
groups can have differing rationalities, perceptions, and goals at
different times, which is termed “multirationality” ([21], [22]). This
can only be exacerbated in temporary project networks. Thus, a
single-source-of-truth and consensus on planning and execution
are challenging, causing centralization from necessity rather than
effectiveness.

Our architecture will need to enable incentive alignment through
binding commitments to obtain a distributed single-source -of-truth
for planning and execution.

3.2 Human cognitive limits and bias
Human cognitive limitations and biases and deliberate misrepresen-
tation due to principal-agent problems are well-recognized causes
for project overruns and under-delivery [23]. Optimism and avail-
ability biasesmanifest in over-optimistic cost/schedule performance
forecasts, and cognitive limits manifest in inadequate consideration
of predictability [24], [25]. Several studies have shown the systemic
presence of over-optimism in performance and benefit forecasts
[26] [23]. Optimism bias accentuated by principal-agent misalign-
ment is reflected in a performance record weighted towards cost
and time overrun, and benefit shortfalls [23].

Human biases and cognitive limits [27] in the face of complexity
emphasize transparency, a single-source-of-truth across all stake-
holders, binding commitments, and verifiable consensus.

3.3 Principal-agent problems and misaligned
incentives

The loyalty conflict of participants in temporary organizations is
a crucial issue [28]. This, combined with the cross-organizational
megaproject networks, leads to principal-agent issues. Conflicts
between project and organizational interests lead to situations
where “differences between estimated and actual costs and ben-
efits are best explained by political and organizational pressures”
[2], causing information hiding, overstated benefits, and under-
stated costs/schedule estimates [3]. Megaproject researchers have
emphasized that this needs to overcome “through Accountability
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and Transparency” [2], and “another condition that leads to strate-
gic deception is diffuse or asymmetric Accountability” and that
“incentives need to be well-aligned.”

This situation can be countered by single-source-of-truth
planned project networks, with participative goal setting and bind-
ing to commitments that counters loyalty conflicts in temporary
project meta-organizations.

3.4 Control vs. collaboration
Uncertainty, risk, and complexity in megaprojects are innate limi-
tations to hierarchical control-based governance [29], making the
idea of total control illusory [21] [30]. Centralized control is further
limited by their cross-organizational nature [31]. These issues be-
come more acute due to changing environments, relationships, and
requirements over the long time-periods characterizing megapro-
jects, and their uncertainty and lack of consensus [3]. Excessive
focus on control, an inappropriate level of detail, insufficient flexi-
bility, and ineffectual cooperation contribute to underperformance
[32]. Thus, megaprojects benefit from collaborative over control-
based approaches [33]; emphasizing decentralized governance. “In-
tegrated Project Teams” are at the heart of Systems Engineering
approaches to project governance [34] [35]. Distributed power and
multirationality emphasize self-regulation over control. Our archi-
tecture must combine accountability, transparency, and commit-
ment into incentive engineering frameworks for self-governance.

We will describe the realization of Integrated Project Teams from
independent project stakeholders and participants through binding,
provenance, and incentive engineering. Our architecture enables
project organizations to become “post-bureaucratic organizations”
where a hierarchic, centralized, and formalized bureaucratic or-
ganization can be replaced by a flat, decentralized organization,
emphasizing flexibility rather than rule-following [36], with fea-
tures resembling organic organizations [37].

3.5 External Stakeholders
External stakeholders, such as communities, may not be contractu-
ally or financially related directly to projects but are often exposed
to significant impact. The integration of environmental, social, and
corporate governance (ESG) is seen as critical to long-term value
by prominent investment firms such as BlackRock [38], who dis-
cuss external stakeholders such as government agents, regulators,
communities, and NGOs. Furthermore, neglecting external stake-
holders can severely affect project performance. A 2009 Goldman
Sachs study that examined the world’s largest capital investment
projects found that their completion time doubled between 1998
and 2008, with most delays being traced to stakeholder and sustain-
ability issues [38]. While several stakeholder mapping and analysis
methods have been developed [39], no architecture exists that can
integrate these stakeholders into those portions of the projects that
are related to them.

Our architecture will allow external stakeholders, individually
authenticated using unique public keys, to participate in consen-
sually validated milestone smart contracts, with a non-repudiable
record of each stakeholder’s endorsement. This allows for trans-
parency and verifiable consensus for key project activities, and

malicious agents representing external stakeholders cannot repudi-
ate prior agreements.

4 REQUIREMENTS
In order to realize the functionality discussed above, we specify a
decentralized consensus-driven responsive project governance and
communications architecture to align binding commitments and
integrate efforts of multiple independent participating agents to add
value to complex projects and provide a shared single-source-of-
truth distributed across these agents. The following requirements
are to be met:

• Project plan generation and communication shall be a dis-
tributed verifiable activity aligning all participants, integrat-
ing commitments and attainment of contracted deliverables
into a coherent picture of the project with consensus and
visibility to the entire cross-organizational project team.

• Project progress shall be updated, and value creation be
tracked and rewarded at planned milestones. Performance
against the baseline plan must be measured in a verifiable
decentralized manner, project metrics must be generated and
distributed across all relevant peers, and project status must
be a single-source-of-truth to all stakeholders.

• Account for responsibility for overruns in the project net-
work that feeds into later milestones. These overruns should
not become the responsibility of participants at affected
downstream milestones.

• Any upstream changes that may impact the participants
downstream shall be automatically communicated to the
affected participants without requiring active intervention.

• Improve governability and resolve the control vs. commit-
ment dilemma by making management and communication
across the meta-organization not dependent on a central
authority.

• Consensus at any milestone shall be defined in the planned
network, and the attained consensus shall be verifiable with-
out the need to trust a third party.

• Bypass human cognitive limitations while still retaining hu-
man oversight and control where required.

• Records of project work must be associated with the relevant
authenticated parties and be available beyond the projects in
which they are created. Records of work specific to a project
must also be available beyond the project and serve as a
reliable record with provenance and non-repudiability.

• The Platform shall possess an inherently scalable yet dis-
tributed architecture, with local clusters corresponding to
individual projects and yet be connected to all other projects
on the Platform.

5 ARCHITECTURE
The platform architecture will align verifiable binding commit-
ments of all stakeholders, integrate their efforts to activities that
add value to complex projects and provide them a shared single-
source-of-truth. It is purpose-designed to address causes of per-
formance shortfalls in project planning and governance identified
from deep domain expertise and extensive research. It is an in-
novative implementation of distributed ledger technology where
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projects will be encoded as DAGs. The two DAGs encoding planned
and actual project progression are analogous to project network
diagrams and schedules such as the PERT (Program Evaluation and
Review Technique). DAG vertices will be at cross-organizational
or cross-departmental project milestones and contain smart con-
tracts to align commitments from authenticated project participants.
Two DAGs are used. The Baseline Network (BN ) encapsulates the
consensus-based project realization plan using consensus-based
smart contracts at project milestones. The Realized Network (RN )
records the actually achieved project value, and time and cost perfor-
mance at each milestone from the execution of the smart contracts.
This way, we distinguish and separate the specification and execu-
tion/validation of smart contracts at each milestone. The BN forms
a tamper-resistant single-source of truth baseline during planning,
and the RN forms a tamper-resistant single-source-of-truth track-
record of project execution.

Megaprojects such as EPC (Engineering, Procurement Construc-
tion) projects usually follow a Milestone Payment Schedule, where
Project Clients or promoters make payment upon attainment of
certain milestones in a stipulated time. These payments serve as
working capital in the project context. These milestones usually
correspond to different completion stages of the project compo-
nent. For instance, a 100% payment to a subcontractor may be split
across 10 milestones, each signifying 10% completion measured by
prototyping, fabrication (or coding in software projects), testing,
integration etc. Our architecture uses two types of tokens. The Pay-
ment token or PayToken, backed by external stores of value such
as Fiat or Crypto tokens, is used to make milestone payments. The
Value Token or ValToken is created on the platform representing
value creation at project network milestones, thus being backed by
real work created value rather than mining-based proof-of-work.
It will be exchanged for the PayToken during project execution at
payment milestones and becomes representative of ownership of
project created value, and the exchange represents Project Promot-
ers taking ownership of assets in return for payment. The project
becomes a tokenized asset encoded in ValTokens. Incentivization
does not require mining: project value creators such as contractors
are incentivized by PayTokens, external stakeholders by regulatory
or community roles, and promoters by project asset creation.

The smart contracts shall define the work, define project value
accumulation at a milestone, the payment at payment milestones,
encode the schedule, rewards and penalties for the work, and ex-
ecute automatically when the work is performed. DAG vertices
containing the smart contracts will be hash-linked, each vertex con-
taining the hash of its immediately preceding vertices. This way,
the project networks become the project’s nervous system; changes
to any milestone will automatically propagate to all affected down-
stream contracts due to the hash pointers without requiring human
management, which is subject to limitations from complexity and
bias [2]. The distributed project networks described here are akin to
the autonomic nervous system, a control system that unconsciously
regulates complex bodily functions in living organisms. In contrast,
the somatic nervous system is used for voluntary control. Just as
continuous voluntary control of complex functions such as diges-
tion is impossible, so it is with centralized human-centric control
of complex projects.

Project participants shall be identified by their public keys related
to real identities by certificates issued by the platform Certificate
Authority (CA). Smart contracts at project milestones will define
consensus protocols and specify participants to serve as validators.
Thus, the overall architecture is agnostic to consensus approaches
for each smart contract. Endorsement of smart-contracts by au-
thenticated participants using public-key cryptography makes the
hash-linked project network a verifiable non-repudiable single-
source-of-truth.

The main architecture components, seen in Figure. 1, are: Project
Networks (PNs) for each project, the local client associated with
each participant or stakeholder, and the platform Public Key In-
frastructure (PKI ). The PNs include the Project Participant Net-
work (PPN ), and the two DAG encoded Project Milestone Networks
(PMN ), namely the Baseline and Realized Networks (BN & RN ).
A DAG PMN whose vertices are at cross-organizational project
milestones is in the upper right-hand corner of Figure 1. This DAG,
which can represent the BN or RN, starts at milestone M0 signify-
ing project commencement and ends at milestone ME signifying
completion. Each participant has a local client associated with their
public key, which stores and manages their keys and tokens, and
enables them to issue or review and approve transactions. The de-
velopment of smart contracts is made into a collaborative process
resulting in a non-repudiable record of consensus on the PNs. The
platform PKI includes a CA to whom a participant client is shown
requesting and receiving a public key certificate in Figure 1, either
for itself as a participant or for a project it is initiating. The project
certificate specifies the Project Network. The Project Networks,
clients, and PKI are collectively referred to as the Platform.

5.1 Authentication
5.1.1 PKI.. The Platform PKI is centered on aCA for authenticating
projects and participants. It will maintain public key certificates for
project participants and projects, which will be updated with work
records upon project completion.

5.1.2 Certificates. Project Participants (PPs) must register their
identities, business attributes such as country of registration and
company identification number, and public keys with the Platform
CA using a certificate request via secure channels. Participants may
choose to be pseudonymous, but along with legal requirements,
this is disincentivized by the platform’s Trust and Reputation Sys-
tem (TRS) accentuated by network effects. A PP, i, may have a set
of N business attributes BAi = {BAi

1, BAi
2,..., BAi

N}, which are re-
lated to its public key PKPP by the certificate following an identity
verification process at the CA. The public key PKPP becomes the
participant’s identity on the platform against which its digital sig-
natures are verifiable. Certificates can have public key certificate
functionality analogous to X.509 certificates, but also contain busi-
ness attributes relevant to projects. One set of attributes on the
project participant certificate shall consist of work records accru-
ing from participation in projects on the platform, updated upon
completion of each project.

To participate in projects on the platform, a Participant PPx
initiates a transaction to obtain a participant certificate from the
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Figure 1: Platform architecture overview

local client belonging to that participant:

TXPar_Reд = [BAi |PKPP | SiдPP |timestamp] (1)

where SigPP is the signature of the participant PPx.
Any registered participant can initiate a project (PR) by apply-

ing for a Project Certificate, which is distinct from a participant
certificate. When a new project is initiated, a key pair is generated
where the public key PKPR becomes the project’s identity, and a
certificate request is sent to the Platform CA. A PR, x, may have
a set of N project attributes PAi = {PAi

1, PAi
2,..., PAi

N}, which are
related to its public key PKPR by the certificate.

To initiate a project on the platform, a Project PRx initiates a
transaction to obtain a project certificate from the local client node
belonging to the initiating Participant PPx:

TXProj_Reд =
[
PAi |PKPR | SiдPR

��Pr_PPj �� timestamp
]

(2)

where SigPR is the signature of the Project PRx and Pr_PPj is the list
of project participants identified by their unique public key PKPP.
Project Certificates underpin Project Participants Networks (PPN )
for specific projects.

5.2 Smart Contracts
Smart contracts (SCs) will determine value creation, automate value
transfer upon milestone achievement, code in performance rewards
and penalties, and allow for potential changes. They shall determine
validation requirements by specifying proof-of-work-completed,
validators, and consensus mechanisms. They will be rule and logic
encoded, event-triggered, integrated performance-based contracts.
They may be proposed as a transaction by any project participant
and will require validation by all participants and stakeholders
identified in them. Triggering events may include external events
or transactions on the Project Networks.

SCi = ⟨PRx,PMi,PVi , PCi ,Rj ,Ti,PPKSCi , Siд_PRx , t⟩ (3)

where SCi is a smart contract residing in a project Baseline Network
milestone block BNBi corresponding to a project milestone Mi of
project PRx; PMi = {PM1, PM2,. . ., PMr} is the set of all r immediately
preceding milestones to the newmilestoneMi that will be created to

contain SCi; PV i is the planned project value encoded in ValTokens
to be created at Mi , PCi is the planned project cost or reward value
at milestoneMi in PayTokens to be paid by Clients to value creating
participants at smart contract execution and milestone achievement
and analogous to the Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled (BCWS)
in the Project Management Institute (PMI) Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBoK) [40] (we distinguish planned asset
value, PV, from planned cost, PC, unlike the PMBoK); Rj is a set of
Rules, Procedures and ConsensusMechanisms grounded in business
logic to deterministically verify proof-of-work-completed at Mi,
determine timely completion, rewards, penalties, and actual project
value created; it includes rules for repudiating the SC itself; Ti is the
planned time of SC execution and is related to the project master
schedule; PPKSCi = {PPKSC1, PPKSC2,. . ., PPKSCn} is the set of all
n PP public keys that participate in the execution and validation of
SCi; Sig_PRx is the signature of project PRx, and t is the timestamp
when the smart contract is written to a project’s Baseline Network
milestone block.

The virtual machine for executing each SCi is the network of
Turing Machines corresponding to participant nodes denoted by
PPKSCi. Upon determining proof-of-work-completed, ifMi is a pay-
ment milestone, a payment obligation is triggered; the contracting
party exchanges PayTokens, whose quantity is determined by the
SC for ownership rights transfer from the work creator as ValTo-
kens. A participant identified in the Baseline Smart Contract SCi
as a validator can initiate a transaction to propose fulfillment. This
triggers a validation process determined by Rj; the transaction is
broadcast to PPKSCi nodes to determine proof-of-work-completed.

Following the definitions in [12], SC definition can be abstracted
to the contract-level where the high-level behavior can be spec-
ified rather than program-level implementation. Local clients at
participant nodes will have GUI interfaces to aid the specification of
project contracts for different industries. The GUI will use purpose-
designed input forms to incorporate business logic, verification,
and validation into industry-specific contracts. Along with ben-
efits to individual PPs who do not need to understand low-level
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Figure 2: Platform architecture Vee-model

Figure 3: Baseline Project Network; adapted from [15]

code implementation, this creates a market for smart contract de-
sign. Program-level SC implementation opens market opportunities
for third-party specialist developers. Opportunities include formal
specification, control, and logic visualization for smart contracts
as discussed in [12] for various project sectors, analysis of con-
tractual and legal aspects, their implications to individual smart
contracts at project milestones [13], and data services to aid sector-
specific SC execution or “oracles” [41]. Megaproject contracts can
be highly bespoke, and a purpose-designed system of distributed
smart contracts enables any customization level. Pre-defined smart-
contracts for typical individual contracts covering work-packs or
packages in specific industries can provide the building blocks to
achieve this without having to tailor every contract, thus balancing
standardization with customization for individual projects.

5.3 Project Network DAGs
The Systems Engineering Vee-model visualizes project realization
with requirements definition planning design and decomposition
on the left, and realization and integration on the right side [42].
Here, the left side of the Vee-model corresponds to the Baseline

Network (BN ), which encapsulates the consensus-based plan of
project realization, while the right side corresponds to the Realized
Network (RN), which records the actual realization of the project,
its schedule and cost performance, and benefit realization. Together
they form a consensual, verifiable single-source-of-truth for all
project participants and stakeholders. This visualization is in Figure
2 with the corresponding PMI process groups: initiating, planning,
executing, and closing [40].

5.3.1 Baseline Network. The BN, illustrated in Figure 3, is a DAG
whose temporal flow follows project schedule milestones that in-
tegrate commitments to work and validation from participants,
with their endorsements, to a baseline plan. It demonstrates the
attainment of a mutually and verifiably agreed plan of execution
and validation. Hash-linked blocks referencing project precedence
relationships store smart contracts at project milestones. The Hash
linking of milestones causes communication of any changes to all
relevant parties at downstream milestones. It does so automati-
cally, reliably and with provenance due to innate properties from
cryptography.
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Figure 4: Baseline & Realized Project Network; adapted from [15]

For a Project x or PRx, a Baseline Network Block BNBi at Mile-
stone i (Mi) can be denoted as:

BNBi = ⟨Hash (PBNB) , SCi, PPKi, Siд_PPi, Siд_PRx , t⟩ (4)

where Hash(PBNB) is the list of Hashes of the r immediately pre-
ceding blocks Hash(PBNB) = {PBNB 1, PBNB 2,. . ., PBNB r}, PPKi
is the set of all m Participant Public Keys that participate in or en-
dorse this Baseline Network milestone block BNBi, PPKi = {PPK1,
PPK2,. . ., PPKm}; Not all these participants may participate in the
execution and validation of SCi itself, but their consent to the execu-
tion and validation scheme and SCi executors/validators is required;
For instance, these participants may include external stakeholders
such as local authorities, industry bodies and communities who
do not directly participate in project activities; Sig_PPi is the set
of all m Signatures of Project Participants that participate in or
need to endorse this Baseline Network milestone block BNBi de-
noting their consent, Sig_PPi = {Sig_PP1, Sig_PP2,. . ., Sig_PPm};
these signatures verifiably attest to consensual agreement to smart
contract SCi; they can be obtained against a Hash, Hash(SCi, t. . .),
that includes the contents of SCi and timestamp t; Sig_PRx is the
signature of the Project PRx.

5.3.2 Realized Network. The RN, illustrated in Figure 4, is a DAG
that follows the project during execution from an initial state
through discrete intermediate states up to the project’s final com-
pletion state. The progressive fulfillment of the conditions for each
milestone smart contract will progress the project towards com-
pletion in the execution phase. As each smart contract is executed,
real value creation, whether in the form of code, machinery, or
construction, is validated, and this created value is expressed in

the creation of ValTokens. Schedule performance is denoted by the
difference between the actual temporal progression of SC execution
and planned time Ti at each milestone. Cost performance is denoted
by the actual versus planned PayToken expenditure. Benefit realiza-
tion performance is denoted by the actual versus planned ValToken
accrual and market value.

Smart contract execution may require validation by participants
and stakeholders, digital signatures on relevant forms, and connec-
tion to external events, as determined by the encapsulated logic.
Upon execution of a baseline smart contract, a realized block is cre-
ated containing evidence such as the signatures, and a hash pointer
is taken to the corresponding smart contract in the baseline mile-
stone block, notifying all downstream participants of its attainment
and alerting them to any time or cost overruns that affect them. For
a Project x or PRx, a Realized Network Block RNBi at Milestone i
(Mi) can be denoted as:

RNBi = ⟨H1,H2, SCRi, PPKSCi, Siд_PPSCi, Siд_PRx , t⟩ (5)

where H1 denotes Hash(PBNB) = { PRNB 1, PRNB 2,. . ., PRNB r},
which is the set of Hashes of the r immediately preceding blocks on
the RN, and H2 denotes Hash(BNBi) or the Hash of the correspond-
ing BN Block BNBi, SCRi contains verifiable results and evidence
of SCi execution, PPKSCi = {PPKSC1, PPKSC2,. . ., PPKSCn} is the
set of all n Project Participant public keys that participate in the
execution and verification of SCi in accordance with Rj, Sig_PPSCi
is the set of all n Signatures of Project Participants that participate
in the SCi contained in block BNBi, Sig_PPKSCi = {Sig_PPKSC1,
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Sig_PPKSC2,. . ., Sig_PPKSCn}; these signatures attest to the con-
sensual agreement on SCi execution related transactions as deter-
mined by the Rules, Procedures and Consensus Mechanisms in SCi ,
Sig_PRx is the signature of the Project PRx.

5.4 Tokens
ValTokens are stores of Project Value created at Milestones and
potentially a border-less store of project created value. The proof-
of-work required to earn the ValToken is actual project work whose
attainment verification is encoded into milestone smart contracts.
This is an important distinction from many implementations where
new tokens are created from wasteful mining. The ValToken is ex-
changed for the PayToken at payment milestones. Not every project
milestone is a payment milestone; at those milestones, ValTokens
continue to accumulate with the value-creating contractor or sub-
contractor, representing accrual of project created value, till they
are exchanged at a payment milestone.

Val_Mi =

n∑
k=1

ValTokenk (6)

Val_PRx =
m∑
j=1

Val_Mj (7)

where ValTokenk are the n ValTokens created upon attainment of
project milestoneMi,Val_Mi is the value created by the achievement
of a milestone Mi, and Val_PRx is the total project value in project
PRx, which is summed over all m milestones in that project.

PayTokens represent the project budget, are used to pay for
project services, and serve as the Platform’s native currency. They
are stablecoins pegged to fiat money, crypto tokens, or other exter-
nal exchangeable stores of value. PayTokens will be exchanged for
ValTokens with project value creators at payment milestones.

The intent is for the ValToken to become an asset-backed security
and the PayToken to become a stablecoin backed by external assets.
ValTokens backed by project assets will become tradable securities
and open up alternate means of funding projects. This can include
crowdfunding of infrastructure and amenities by individuals and
communities, thus democratizing and decentralizing project finance.
PayTokens can become a truly global token to pay for value creation
by underpinning a global decentralized marketplace for project
services.

Any renegotiation of the exchange between PayTokens, which
are connected to the market value of their underlying assets, and
the ValTokens with which they are to be exchanged at payment
milestones due to deviation from planned schedule, cost or benefit
performance shall be reflected in changes to the milestone smart
contracts. The hash-linking of the milestones will make this trans-
parent to relevant participants and external stakeholders. Similarly,
any deviations from a milestone Ti, the planned time of milestone
attainment, will propagate to affected parties due to the hash links.
This incentivizes transparency and collaboration and makes the
Project Networks into a powerful single-source-of-truth for all
stakeholders.

5.5 Work Records
Work records are appended to project participant certificates and to
project certificates forming a non-repudiable verifiable track record.
Work records will be visible to future projects, project financiers
such as the World Bank, and other key stakeholders. This fosters
transparency, becomes a powerful incentive mechanism for project
performance efficiency, and results in a fair market for project
services and project created assets.

• Project Promoters can use work records associated with
Project Participants to verify the track-records of contractors
and vendors during planning.

• The work record associated with a Project Promoter can be
used by that entity as a track-record of work, for raising
project financing and investment etc.

• Work records associated with a Project are a track-record of
the creation of the project asset.

• Verifiable megaproject track records, which are scarce, are
important for improving future projects.

5.6 Trust and Reputation System
The functionality of Trust and Reputation Systems (TRSs) in dis-
tributed ledger implementations is related to the trustworthiness
of participants [43]. In this implementation, this functionality is
realized by a combination of cryptographic protocols and incentive
engineering underpinned by authenticated participant identities
and work records. This shall become more important with the
accrual of verifiable work records of authenticated PPs, and the
growth in the number of PPs from network effects.

A PP who is added as a participant in a project may start with
a certain prior positive trust (PT ) associated with the reputation
from its real-world business network from outside the Platform
networks when added. Trust Score (TS) is a function of verifiable
work records that accrue on the platform; the trust and reputation
built on the platform also expose a PP to a wider business network.
The TS will become a significant business asset to open up broader
project markets to PPs, one that further fosters transparency and
collaboration.

TS ∝ PT + f

[ n∑
k=1

Val_Pk .Per fk .Nk

]
(8)

where n is the number of projects that the PP has participated in,
Val_Pk is the summation of project value added by PP by summing
Val_Mi from each project milestone that the PP achieved. Per fk is
derived from the summation of performance from each of those
milestones from positive or negative deviation from schedule/cost
and planned value. Nk is derived from the size of the network that
the PP is exposed to on those milestones.

Network effects have been modeled with Metcalfe’s law, which
states that the Value of a network V is proportional to the square
of the size n of the network, which can be obtained from summing
Nk over all the participant’s milestones in every project, i.e., V
∝ n2. Ziph’s law is more conservative; the Value is proportional
to nlog(n), expressed as V ∝ nlog(n). Research suggests that the
value of networks lies between Metcalfe’s & Ziph’s Laws, with
Ziph’s law better suited to small-world networks [44]. These laws
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Figure 5: Project Archive Network; adapted from [15]

have fit the actual growth of networks such as Tencent and Face-
book quite well [45]. Network effects can be accentuated from
the cross-organizational nature of megaproject meta-organizations.
The Gompertz function is a sigmoid function describing fast growth
after a slow start, which is used in [43] to model trust growth in a
decentralized system. Thus, the value of trust has the potential to
grow exponentially on the Platform and is backed by the properties
of provenance and non-repudiability conferred by the architecture
described here.

5.7 Archive Chain
Along with the public key certificates, a non-repudiable public
archive of projects or Archive Chain shall underpin the provenance
of project created assets and participant work records. Completed
Projects are archived into the Archive Chain, which is a one-to-one
hash linked chain similar to blockchain implementations such as
Bitcoin. The Archive Chain is comprised of the top Hashes of the
Projects which serve as Hash Pointers to those projects as illustrated
in Figure 5. The Top Hash or Project Hash, HP, is obtained by
hashing the Hash HB of the end block of the Baseline Network and
the Hash HR of the end block of the Realized Network:

HP = Hash (HB ,HR ) (9)

This scheme hybridizes public blockchains with enterprise
project ledgers private to the PPN. Project Networks are sidechains
to the Archive Chain. However, rather than branching out; they
branch into it. While project milestones may be private, the top
hashes on a public blockchain confer the property of immutabil-
ity to project records. Value creation and associated value creators
identified by certificates and public keys will form a reliable tamper-
resistant record. The Archive Chain is the record of all projects on

the Platform. Backed by this, a global marketplace can be created
for project services and project created assets underpinned by the
asset-backed payment system and asset-backed tokens for trading
project value described here.

5.8 Client App
A client application at each participant node will have blockchain
wallet functionality to securely store and manage digital keys and
tokens and to sign or endorse transactions. The client is associated
with the participant public key, PKPP. Project promoter/initiator
clients additionally store project public keys, PKPR, of each project
they initiate. They enable participants to initiate new projects, pro-
pose milestone transactions as smart contracts, and endorse smart
contracts involving them. They shall enable participation in trans-
actions related to SC validation, and determine the satisfaction of
rules and procedures pertaining to SC execution.

5.9 Project Performance planning using
Machine Learning

Principal-agent issues cause optimism bias in schedules and cost
estimation, and risk-hiding, both in the public [46] and private
sectors [5]. It has been demonstrated that adjusting estimates using
an “unbiased, representative population of similar and past cases”
is needed for forecasting project performance [2]. The hash-linked
distributed project network with binding across all participants
becomes a tamper-resistant distributed ledger that integrates a true
picture of planning and execution. This makes for a reliable learning
dataset for Data analytics and Machine Learning applications.
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6 CONCLUSION
We discussed the causes and consequences of poor megaproject per-
formance and mapped these to cures realized in a new distributed
ledger architecture that we described. Consensus is built into a
flexible, responsive network with immutable records. The combina-
tion of a non-repudiable single-source-of-truth, automatic change
propagation, authenticated participants, and smart contracts incor-
porating all stakeholders, enables a flexible self-regulating project
network, solving many problems related to commitment, collab-
oration, and complexity highlighted in research on performance
shortfalls of complex projects. The project, comprised of multiple
organizations, becomes a single organism; this distributed ledger
architecture forming its nervous system. The project is oriented
to the same goal and source of truth; changes are tracked and
communicated to affected parts due to the innate nature of the
architecture, rather than depending on centralized human man-
agement of complex multifarious interfaces in an everchanging
situation. The project organism can be focused on the act of cre-
ation, while its nervous system automatically and reliably manages
interfaces and tracks commitments. If necessary, the ability to cen-
tralize to any degree is innately present due to the smart contracts
specifying parties to the consensus at any milestone transaction.
However, centralization is no longer a necessity and centralization
can only result from the verifiable consent of affected participants.
The inbuilt transparency discourages deliberate deception. The
asset-backed tokens and verifiable track records confer important
downstream benefits for efficient markets, incentivize performance,
and improve project forecasting.
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